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EERPORHARCE PLAES

APPLYIRG THE METHOD

ACRES FlHST - METHGD SECOND

PLAYING flézfl THE PART

£7: EEDOM _

Stenielaveky

The meat important thing I have to tell you in that

in our life here. and in our work here. there will be perhaps

some very considerable changes] very considerable and very

important. I am sorry not to be able to tell you more about

this until after Beatrice comes back. because she is our head

and soul and without her I cannot tell you what ideas I have

concerning this considerable change which I think we must

face. So please excueo me for saying only that something

will happen. Beatrice will return from India on the 10th

or 12th, and then after several meotinge with her we shall

perhaps find the right way along which we have to go. Then

I will tell you everything - how, why. where. everything.

PER FOR MAC-{CE I—“LMLS I

The eecond point I meet tell you in that in connection

with this decision. to a certain extent. it will be very

important what we will show on tho 15th of this month. I

consider it of tho greatest importance what we are going to

ehew.’ First of all I hope and believe that you will Show,

efter having this period of time between the last term and

new, whether you have worked or not. I think your souls have

done something themeelvos. and this in what I went to ace
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so much, what has happened to you. Knowing you well I think

I will see whether you have grown up or not. Therefore this

performance on the 15th is so important.

APPLYING THE METHOD:

Please take the problem very seriously and from now

until the 15th try to concentrate on the thingo which you

are going to show; It is not a usual performance. it is

something much more for me. and I think for you as well. I

will not disturb you very much with the plays during this

period. in order to give you the poeoibility to really can-

centrnte on the task. I will try to help you in the follow-

ing way: during the nexttselvo days I will try to go over

with you again the rmole nethed very carefully. hoping that

you will try to apply the method. to a certain extent. to the

things you are going to show. How gifted you are I know more

or less - more than lose perhaps. but I would like to see

how much you are able to develop yourselves. having the method.

It is an old story but true and will remain so until you got

the Method. So try to apply the flatbed. Whatever we will do

during these twelve days will be concentrated on the Methoo.

and I ooh you to think every moment while you are here in the

Studio how you can apply it to the sketch which you are going

to show. Not in general. but to this particular sketch which

you are going to showiin twelve days. Then perhaps you will

get a certain feeling for the concrete Method. not an abstract
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Method.

To help you. I must tell you something about the

Method. Perhaps you have made a psychological mistake during

the two years or the one year you have been with me. One

mistake you have made in trying to get this Method I can

describe to you as follows. We all came to the Studio. to

the school, on students having a certain life inside of us

which we call, "I went to act.“ Everyone knows this because

without it there is no way to the school or to the theatre;

There is a point which you come to which says. "I want to

act." You came to the school because of this and you got the

Method. and what has happened is that the method has killed

this point which we may call. “I want to be an actor;" Instead

of helping you to develop. the method has killed this natural

activity, this natural desire. This in a purely psychologicol

mistake which you have made.

How I want you to make the effort to understand that

_the method is a very scientific one, not only an artistic one.

which can be something which kille or revives and develops.

it depends entirely upon the student, and the teacher can

do nothing but tell what he has to tell. If you are taking

the Method — this is the psychological approach - if you are

taking it as something which you must put inside of you in-

stead of your desire to act, you are making a great mistake.

If you are trying to keep your childish desire to act and

you take the method by saying to yourself, “First of all I
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want to not. and now I Will take the Method and see how it

can help no to act,” that in the right approach. Hut if you

say. “I have to assume the method and my dooiro to act must

be put aside.“ you are cmpty cnd the Method cannot be applied

to anything because the donlro to act has been put aside.

AC’l‘GF. FIRST - METHOD SECOND:

Thie lo a purely psychological thing. and you must

find it inside of you. Firut I an an actor, a human being.

an artist, and secondly comoc the method. not first the method.

First I am an actor. and then the Method} having suffered

through this method, and having had many conflicts with it.

and hating it sometimes. you will understand which I moan.

It is not tho method which hoede you: you need the method.

For instance. each point of the Method which you

will take from nou_on I suggcet you say to youreelf first.

“I am an actor. What have 1 to act?" I choose this or_thut

scene. and 1 start to act it an an amateur. as a child. as a

goniue. Thou when I am going to rehearse it in my imagi-

nation I will first may to myself. "I will never give in with

my dcsirc to act, with my feeling that I an an actor." Then

I will take the psychological gesture and apply it carefully.

Does it help me or not? Take it quietly. without any fear,

and apply it to your soul. When you feel that it does no

good. push it aside - the gesture. not yourself. Kill the

method, but not yourself! Then you will find the Method.
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beeaueo the whole idea of the Method is to help. and not to

hinder.

Of course you will have moments like children do

when they are going to learn the piano. They hate the teacher.

the instrueent, everything. These memento of hatred will

come. but whereas the child cannot say to himself. “I am a

pianist and I ae going to be an artist." we are grown-up and

we can say euite consciously. "I knew how to apply all these

exercises. and thin knowledge tells me first of all neyor to

1050 the feeling that I am an aefer. old I can apply carefully

the Method to me: only as much an I think it will help."

This does not mean that I betray the method - quite the oppo-

site - the more you are able to cayahhe flatbed. "without

'nethod.“ the more you will get the desire for it. Whereas

the-more you will force yourself to take the method, the loan

you will be able to not. It is h purely psychological thing

inside you. If you find it you will find the Method, and

then you will know what it means to have a method.

Thin is the only thing I went to tell you before

we start our exorclnoe. and I want you to apply this point

of view to them; "I an the master or the Uothod. and it is

'not the master of me." Please make.thln experiment] it will

help you aha give you the power to get the nethod and the

desire to keep it. This all I went to tell you before the

15th - concentrate on the scenes and try to apply the method.
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how we will try to go through the Method and to

understand this idea. When Steniolevoky's students get to

the stage where they were absolutely oppressed by his Method.

he told them not to think that they must play tthpert. but

that they must play filth the part. Then the whole problem

was changed for those who understood him. Try to think of

yourself as a teacher rather than a pupil: a teacher demonstrat-

ing what you already know. how ask yourself what will happen

to your sketch if you apply the question of the style to it?

Try to think of this in your imagination and answerit your~

self. Always remember that you are taking the method yourself.

and not that the method in being pushed on your ohouldoro.

This in the whole difference. Try to appreciate this freedom.

this feeling of being able to play with the uuggestiono of the

method.

When taking the single ground of the method. it will

help you if you will find the following thing. Do not say

to yourself. “how I take the atmoopharo.'and I Ehflli he in

the atmosphere. and I ghgll produce something." he. try to

change your mind and say to yourself. "I should like to ace

what the atmosphere can give me." There is a great differ-

ence. and you will awaken in yourself, in your soul. the most

precious thing, which in applicable also to the moat diffi-

cult precoso of thinking. When I am thinking with this recl-

ing of interest for the thought which will come next. this

.
fl
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is free thinking. but if I feel I must find the idea it in

torture. We must feel that we are interested in what the

atmosphere will give us ~ it is an important psychological

difference.

FREEDOM: .

There in another point which will help you. I

Speak about this freedom. If you will again try to under-

stand the psychological gesture it will lead you to real

freedom in your life and in your art. Imagine you are stand-

ing in a small room and you feel thet you are not free be-

cause of the walls which are your outer world. You will

feel bound because of thoee walls. It is so natural to feel

like the . You feel that if you had a bigger houee and more

reeme then you would be free. but when you got it you want

it to be a little bigger. There in no end and thie way is

not to freedom but to be enslaved. One way in to be in a

tower and feel yourself beundl and the other way in to find

the freedom inside.

Here I will remind you of the story of the man,

living in the middle egee, who heggggt in prison and placed

in an iron frame which gradually compresfiod hle limbo until

it crushed him. But before he reached this point. he philoj_

sophicelly sold to himself that he had no legs, no arms, no

body, and so within himself he died before the end come.

This case of the men in the torture closet in prison who
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died wittingly, before death came from the outside. is u very

.cxcggoretod example but it is the way we have to go. If we

think that the Method comes from the outside and makes the

same torture with our psychology. we will never be free

with the Method.

You must realize that the method vmdch we have in

the school lo not coming from me. Michael Chekhov, but from

yourself. from within you. It is the name as I have Juot

told you to take the atmoophcre us far as I went to produce

it from me. not inside me. I will take the objective from

me. from the point where the real freedom alto. then when the

director or the teacher tella me. "Please take the objective."

turn it at once psychologically no that the teacher in not

giving the objective. but the actor is taking it. It in much

easier than to fight with an objective coming from somewhere.

which glvee me a blow.

It is not only theatrically thuo. but as Stanislcv-

sky states we have suffered until we hate underotoed that

we want to have a method, and then everything was all right

and thooo who have underotood him were all able at once to

take the atmosphere from the point of freedom and to produce

it. But you must make certalh efforts to get this inner

gesture and to get this idea; some will got it at once and

some will take longer. but you will get it. '

As an example or this freedom inside of me, let no
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imagine that if you are tired and some one aeko you to get

them a chair. if you accept it as an order it makes you more

tired. but if. in response to iho request, you feel you went

to get the person the chair. the feeling of being tired lifts.

You are doing the thing from your own desire.

All over the world it is the same story with the

question of freedom and the whole philosophy of freedom -

all those questions are absolutely wrong only because the

freedom in ninety percent of philosophicing is understood as

puohing things which are stopging the freedom. Quite the

opposite thing should be done and has been done - the freedom

is there and everything which etepe no is part of my freedom.

Nothing can Stop me if I will turn the whole problem. This

is the same with eating. and the same with religion. To

take God‘e doeire into me is the meet religious genture,

and reel religion cameo only after the moment when one decides

I want to do what God manta. Then L on free.

To awaken this feeling of freedom in the sense in

which we are trying to understand it, try to do the follow-

ing thing. First do it as it I have imposed it on you. end

then make an inner gesture and do it quite freely. This is

the difference between freedom and onslavemont. Try to

understand it. It in applicable to everything. and to the

proceed of preparing a part. cf course. our profession in

difficult in many ways. and one of the difficultiee ie that

when we got the part in the form of a book, we have a feeling
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of joy beceueo we have got a part. and then a feeling of fear

as to how to move and speak. But something inside you

responded with this desire to act when you get the part. If

you will find the way to say to this desire to not, "I want

to go thelong way through. by finding the way to speak."

L 2353 - not that 1 am being tortured by my director. or by

my teacher. If you say to yourselfrI fight to go through thin

long way to find out how to speak. to move. to find my charac-

ter. I gang to go through rehearselufi.”and not to come to

the rehearsal with the feeling, “Hill I succeed today or not?“

fie. I gong to rehearse. I you; to rehearse. l gent to

prepare the part. 1 gang to accomplish my work. This will

remove all these weights from your shoulders. Try to compare

the two states. Get up and run the length of the room. be?

cause it is an order.v Then do it because you Egg: to.

hhen the director gives you a certain ground. aux

yourself what it will give you, rather than feeling that you

' must squeeze it out of yourself, or fill your body with the

objective. You are just interested in knoning what will happen

to you. if you live, and move. and sneak in the eteosPhere

or with the objective. Ask yourself what you can get for

your sketch if you will do it in a certain atmosphere; what

that atmoephero will give you. I Egg: to live in this atmosphere.

and I want to see what will come to me from it.

let us do the sketch with the scientist in the

strange room. The first atmosphere will be a little formal.
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a little stiff when you enter the room. then gradually you

come to the point where you are lost in these surroundings.

Then when the chairman asks you to come to another house,

you have a fooling of great roliof. 1. Formal. 2. Lost.

3. Great relief. Then do staccato and legato with tho some

feeling.....finw ask yourself if you have experienced thie

feeling. this desiro to go and therefore to be from. Lat

us make a schematic explanation!

 

Russian. who imposed his will - o profoaaut and an aggressor.

Everyonb tried so hard to make a triangle and it hacomo heavier

and heavier ano more like a nightmare. until your creative

beings were lost inside. and only m.C. is on top! now comes

the other approach; I say.'"5uild a triangle," and from in-

side the group comes the answer, "We want to build a triangle,"

and it grows until it is there.


